Differential regulation of the durum wheat MAPK phosphatase 1 by calmodulin, bivalent cations and possibly mitogen activated protein kinase 3.
MAPK phosphatases (MKPs) are relevant negative regulators of MAPKs in eukaryotes as they mediate the feedback control of MAPK cascades in multiple cellular processes. Despite their relevance, our knowledge on the role of cereal MKPs in stress tolerance is scarce and TMKP1 remains today the only studied MKP in wheat. TMKP1 was previously reported to be involved in plant salt stress tolerance. Moreover, TMKP1 was shown to interact with calmodulin (CaM), 14-3-3 and TMPK3/TMPK6 proteins, which regulate its catalytic activity. To further understand the functional properties of TMKP1, we investigate here the contribution of its phosphorylation status, and of TMPK3 together with CaM and bivalent cations on the catalytic activity. In-gel kinase assays revealed that TMKP1 can be phosphorylated by similar wheat and Arabidopsis MAPKs, including most likely MPK3 and MPK6. In addition, we provide evidence for the capacity of wheat TMPK3 to bind to TMKP1 via a conserved Kinase Interacting Domain (KID) located on its C-terminal part. This interaction leads to a stimulation of TMKP1 activity in the presence of Mn2+ or Mg2+ ions, but to its inhibition in the presence of Ca2+ ions. However, the phosphorylation status of TMKP1 seems to be dispensable for TMKP1 activation by TMPK3. Remarkably, in assays combining TMPK3 with CaM/Ca2+ complex, we registered rather an inhibition of TMKP1 activity which however can be suppressed by Mn2+ cations. Our data are in favor of complex differential regulation of TMKP1 by its MPK substrates, metallic cations that might help in fine-tuning the plant cellular responses to various stresses.